EIKON
Your open, trusted source of financial analysis data and tools to make smarter decisions.
Eikon is the ultimate set of tools for analyzing financial markets

It’s more than just a way to access an extraordinary range of data and market-leading Reuters news

Powerful apps help you understand the markets and make crucial decisions with industry-leading content and analytics. Our collaboration and messaging tools let you share and connect with over 300,000 verified financial professionals.

And, with Eikon’s open technology platform, you can plug into a wide array of apps as well as build your own display. Get information you need – when and how you want it.
Exclusive access to Reuters News
Trusted financial news, market-moving exclusives and expert insights delivered by 2,500+ journalists around the world, spanning all asset classes.

Global pricing data
Global, multi-asset pricing, terms and conditions, and analytics – typically with the longest history available with data from 2,000 contributing sources.

Company fundamentals
The most comprehensive company fundamentals data available, covering 99% of global market cap, across 150 countries with direct access to the source filing for verification purposes.

Unmatched real-time research
Access Eikon’s real-time research collection of reports gathered from nearly 1,300 actively contributing providers from 87 countries.

I/B/E/S® Estimates
Covering 22,000 companies in more than 88 countries. Access granular analysis with industry-specific estimates measures across 12 industries.

Deals and league tables
Unrivaled investment banking transaction data and New Issues Deal coverage – nearly 3.3 million transactions announced in 225 nations since the 1970s.

Datastream®
The world’s most comprehensive financial time series database is loaded with 65 years of information, across all major asset classes.

Lipper® funds data
Unrivaled fund performance data ratings, analytical tools and commentary covering 280,000 collective investments in 63 countries.

Commodities data and research
Access one of the world’s largest repository of energy fundamentals, pricing data, market moving insights and forecasts.

Powerful trade execution
Our award-winning execution management system, REDI®, delivers fast, efficient and broker-neutral multi-asset global trade execution to take advantage of fleeting opportunity.
Analytics

Cross-asset calculators
Leverage comprehensive analytical tools to calculate scenario analysis, cash flows, correlations, volatilities and returns for a variety of asset types and markets.

Portfolio analytics
Understand portfolio performance in real-time and determine attribution and risk metrics.

StarMine Quantitative Analytics and Models
StarMine® helps you simplify your stock selection process and make better and faster investment decisions. With SmartEstimates®, you can better predict future earnings and analyst revisions.
StarMine Quantitative Models cover valuation, momentum, earnings quality, smart money models, credit and sovereign risk models, to help you identify opportunities and make better predictions.

Features

Charts
Powerful charting tools seamlessly integrated with search and other core capabilities help you quickly grasp and act on large amounts of information.

Intelligent search
Pinpoint the information you need, quickly and easily with our proprietary natural language search engine. Ask a simple question and get a rich, relevant result – presented visually – with data, analytics, news, research and more.

Alerts
Synced with the Eikon desktop, alerts are available for a range of content and instrument types. This powerful function lets you customize alerts on stocks, hedge funds, FX and more.

Eikon Excel
Access and display content where you need it. Build models in Excel® and easily link and update displays in Word and PowerPoint®.

Eikon APIs
Easily query content using APIs with traditional programming languages such as Java or .Net or a dedicated Python extension.

Eikon Digest
Create personalized, AI-curated briefings of highly-specific news, data and information from over 7,500+ relevant news sources, including exclusive access to Reuters. Delivered in real-time on Eikon desktop, web or as a snapshot via email.
Take a look inside at some selected Eikon apps

News Monitor (NEWS)
Access and filter real-time market-moving headlines from Reuters and other news providers.

Industry App
Compare how companies being monitored perform in comparison to sector metrics.

Bond Calculator (BNDC)
Perform in-depth price and yield analysis on a bond including future cash flows and sensitivity analysis.

Interactive Map
See physical assets and visualize the key factors that affect the commodities value chain and pricing.

Market Movers (MM)
Analyze and monitor performance of indices broken down by industry.

Portfolio Analytics
Quickly understand drivers of performance and risk exposure in your portfolio.

Strategic Charting App (CHTF)
Advanced charting and technical analysis tools to identify market-moving trends.
Portfolio managers and analysts
- Monitor impact on portfolios and lists from market movements
- Access research you need from all major research providers
- Construct portfolios and align with investment objectives
- Perform risk valuation and stress test your portfolios

Investment research
- Track market movements and stay on top of earnings season
- Generate investment opportunities and ideas
- Analyze securities efficiently and accurately
- Update financial models efficiently without errors

Investment bankers
- Stay ahead of the market, even when you’re on the road
- Identify transaction targets and establish a view of the most likely buyers and investors
- Monitor deals flow and develop custom league tables
- Access the best investment research efficiently

Sales and trading
- Streamline your workflow with an end-to-end, multi-asset global trading solution
- Get a unique perspective and develop a differentiated view
- Better understand the macro picture to time trades right and take profitable positions early
- Research new prospects, build your network and grow your business
- Conduct efficient commodities pre-trade analysis and research

Wealth managers
- Grow trading volume and increase margins
- Increase productivity with simplified workflows and enhanced connectivity
- Generate actionable investment ideas and provide better investment advice
- Identify profitable investment trends and potential returns for your clients

Corporate treasury
- Optimize short-term liquidity versus long-term borrowing with access to the widest range of information
- Access unique insight into cross-asset financial risk factors
- Optimize your hedging with independent, market-standard analytics
- Develop an independent view of counterparty/credit/default risk for all your major trading partners
Access total freedom

Eikon for iPhone and Android

With Eikon’s iPhone® and Android® mobile apps, you’re not tied to a single workspace. Automatically synchronized with your desktop, the mobile Eikon experience means you stay connected to all the data, news and financial content you need – whether you’re in or out of the office.

Eikon for Web

And, with Eikon Web Access, you don’t need to install anything to gain access to Eikon’s leading content, news, apps and workflows.

Access the power of the crowd

Eikon Messenger

Available as a stand-alone application without the need for an Eikon subscription, you can connect with over 300,000 financial professionals in 30,000+ firms across 180+ countries – securely and compliantly.

Access the future

Eikon App Studio

Eikon’s ever-growing suite of innovation tools means you can build, tailor and simplify your workflows. Create your own apps, choose apps from a range of our brightest fintech partners and achieve uniquely tailored solutions for your business.